
 

MEXPORTS FURNITURE – DINING TABLES  
 

Well of course, there is no exact list of furniture type be it contemporary, modern, classic, 
traditional furniture the list is endless. Furniture refers to what is popular, high-end and 
chic according to your taste, style and requirement.  

The anchor holding the whole place together, the dining table is the theme that centers 
the dining room. From the chairs and bar table to the lighting fixtures and the wall color, 
multitudes of elements embellishing the decor of the room revolves around the main hero 
that is the dining table. From creating a look that is garlanded with luxury to hatching up a 
style that sings the contemporary and modern tones, it is all in one’s own hands.  

With the progressing years, the mutating traditions and blooming trends has traced 
peoples changing taste and elevating demands. The evolving style hints at the growing 
awareness of the people on their choices for lifestyle and necessities.  

Dining table @ Mexports  

At Mexports we deliver various types of elegant and classic furniture customized according 
to demand, one of them is dining table listed below in variant.  

We, here in Mexports fabricate dining table that are modish, decorous and elegantly 
sculpted with wrought iron base and diverse tops like travertine, mesquite, natural / 
oxidized hammer copper. The shape guise of the table’s top is of sundry shape as requisite 
in choice and necessity. The base is made out of wrought iron making it balanced, strong 
and sturdy. The fusion of the two concocts up a look that speaks a language of grandeur 
and opulence working up wonders in garnering the attention of everyone in its vicinity.  

  

  

  

  

  



 Natural Hammered Copper  

  

Demarcate a trendsetting panache to the abode by unveiling in new pizzazz to expanse, the lavish and 
authentic view of the table furnishes an absolute sumptuous and inviting look for guests, enabling to be 
a perfect host. The hand hammered metal fabricates a look that spices the furniture with a superior and 
elevated twist. The wax coating on the copper top cushions the surface from scratches and stains 
alongside preserving the natural warmth and richness. The natural tones adds in a classic and rustic 
elegance bringing in a timeless lure. The hammered copper top and instinctual texture along with 
absolute craftsmanship exude a luxurious and opulent ambiance desired for every dining space. The 
iron base with scrolled legs mingle effortlessly with the copper top forging an eye-catching appeal, 
competent of matching a variety of interior theme. The innovative design with double pedestal even 
allows to be carried easily while relocating or hosting an outdoor Beano. The heavier look with iron base 
in copper tone adds on to the chic and opulent look complimenting variety of aesthetic that is unrivaled 
by any other. The whole ensemble harnessed with a rustic appearance and laudable finesse provides 
natural glory and grace to the space. On top of all the glamour the natural hammer gives the piece of 
décor a strength and sturdiness that adds just adds onto the appeal of the masterpiece. Fitting in chairs 
with soft upholstery customs, imparts both elan and easement to the dining table. From solid wood 
dining chairs to leather padded on wrought iron frame, a plethora of options are laid out to select from, 
harmonizing perfectly owing to the versatility the table offers. The handcrafted pieces are sure to forge 
an eclectic opus of art for years to fall and is a statement longevity that can be passed down generations.  



Mesquite Wood  

  

Excogitating a bean feast, by preferring the furnishing mesquite dining table top creates a truly 
prestigious and respectable interior for beano filled with bash and comfort. The mesquite table top 
finished in a sleek and polished surface strike the ideal stability between modernity and classic 
aesthetics. The highly defined pedestal balance a perfect touch of modernity and elegance without 
going too over the top bestowing the table an antique sensational regard. The basic attraction comes 
to the adorning voluptuousness of the pedestal forged out of wrought iron in a bounded version with 
scrolled end legs complimenting the contemporary design in a dark subdued tone highlighting the tables 
carved terraces offering an eccentric visual aesthetic .The bold size dining table is sure to compliment a 
fun and inviting space for friends and family, serving as best conversation starter dining party, tranquilly 
taking the center point of dining area. The mesquite wood can be used as a base for a variety of options 
to play with. From live edge to wood inlaying the trends are numerous and people have multitudes to 
choose from.  

The orthodox and conventional style of the standard mesquite wood dining table with a sleek and 
refined edge is shredded away with this unique and eccentric raw themed dining table with the live 
edges styling of furniture. Nursing an aged and weathered mien centered on a natural theme, the whole 
ensemble exudes a versatility that can ease into any setting spanning from modern to vintage and 
industrial to bohemian. The dining chairs ranging from upholstered leather on a metal or wooden frame 
sporting a rustic look, to the metallic chairs harbouring a contemporary touch and the velvet cushioned 
wooden frame exuding a sophisticated glamour, each theme fits in to setting of the dining tables made 
from live edge styling effortlessly. It fabricates a look that is remains unparalleled by its chic yet cosy 
semblance.  

The monotony of the dreary and simple piece of furniture transforms to a striking and arresting work of 
art by the meticulous work of the artisans employing their best to artfully inlay the gems and semi 
precious stones ranging from the vivid turquois, bright coral red, glorious amethyst to shiny jade. The 
exquisite placement of the crushed gems on the bed of mesquite wood brings forth the grandeur that 
is lost in the monotone of the plain wood. The harmonic fusion of the gem stones with the mesquite 
wood smoothened to perfection results in a masterpiece that bears the spotlight in the whole space 
and fetches in felicitations from every onlooker.  



Oxidized Hammered Copper  

  

Boast an undeniably voguish sense of fabrication and functionality to the domicile with oxidized table. 
The dimensional semblance of the table ensures optimum utilization of expanse demarcating a valiant 
assertion to the existing patio, the vintage sconces and turquoise patina on the hammered copper top 
adds unconventional glam to the dining  table on contrary the bold nail heads incarnates a statement 
of prosperity and panache  with a grandeur of handcrafted furniture and high-end finish .The basic 
attraction comes to the adorning beauteousness of the iron base in a copper tone finish  charmingly 
twisted in the middle, elaned with intruding end legs boasting upon with passion and amelioration 
complimenting  any interior setup. The chair crafted from solid wood with cushioned  backrest ensure 
superior comfort, The tables are visually appealing in shape and are the ideal optimization of the space, 
highlighted to its glory by the majestic light fixtures, staring a rug from the limited collection adding on 
to top-notch glory. This state of art piece of décor is an astounding, stunning and spectacular 
masterpiece that arrests one at the very first glance, gratifying the onlooker with a striking allure. 
Touched with grace and spice of timelessness the ensemble will undoubtedly be the centre of attention 
of the entire dining space.  



Travertine  

  

A flawless poise of modesty is incarnated with the creamy bullnose travertine table which in turn 
personifies voluptuousness. The travertine top with subtle patterns really pull the look together. The 
dazzling creamy hue of the travertine marble adds in to the grace the décor exudes. The stunning 
masterpiece is an ideal example of how fun and quirky modes can be added in a sophisticated fashion 
leaving the onlooker mesmerized. The dimensional feature of the dining table added by the dramatic 
swirls and twists of the sturdy iron creates a feeling of illusion and allows to showcase the creative 
expressions. The unique styling of the metal- work flares up a magic in catching eyes of everyone. The 
harmony of the stone and metal garnishes the dining space with an artistic splendor.  

The modish equipped base with bold twist followed up with intruding legs merging up in a ball facet in 
a copper tone finish adds a dynamic look that feels organized and precise. Futuristic, minimal and 
seamless table are idyllic in all its aspects. To pep it up, a chair crafted from solid wood with curved 
backrest added leaves a splash of opulence creating an irresistible modulation of dimension and hue to 
the space leaving an aura of freshness.  

The variety and dimensions offered in the form of these dining table harboring looks that whispers story 
of different themes spanning from modern, vintage, rustic, bohemian, chic and contemporary. Where 
a dining room speaks through the setting of tables and chairs it is on the home owner to artfully match 
(or mismatch) the duo to bring out the perfection one wants.  

  


